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Dictionary of Leisure, Travel and Tourism
2010-07-01

topics covered include travel tourism ticketing hotels and staff restaurants kitchens
table settings service and cooking along with general business accounting and
personnel terms handy supplements include quick reference lists of airline and
airport codes currencies international dialling codes time zones balance sheets and
international public holidays ideal for students employers or employees who work in
any part of the hotel or tourism industry or who need to use specialist english
vocabulary for their work or studies

The Psychology of Leisure Travel
1981

definitions of more than 9 000 tourism and hospitality terms are provided in this
revised and updated edition covering such subjects as travel ticketing hotels and
restaurants along with general business accounting and personnel terms this
resource is ideal for students employers and employees who work in any part of the
hotel or tourism industry handy supplements include quick reference lists of airline
and airport codes currencies international dialing codes time zones balance sheets
and international public holidays

Dictionary of Leisure, Travel and Tourism
2005-06-20

the holiday makers is thought provoking and profound in its analysis of the present
and future patterns of work and leisure the author analyses the different forms of
tourism examines the effects on the indigenous countries and their people and
outlines positive steps to reconcile people s holiday requirements with the world s
economic and social structures

The Holiday Makers
1999

provides clear definitions of over 9 000 terms used
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Dictionary of Leisure, Travel and Tourism
1994

grand tours and cook s tours is the story of intellectuals and the very rich the not so
rich the infamous and the anonymous seeking adventure and satisfying ways of
exploring the world from the mid 18th century to world war one

Dictionary of Leisure, Travel and Tourism
2008-04-23

research data compiled by the author over the past 25 years clearly indicates that
leisure travel is not as much fun as it used to be in this book plog points out the
problems that have created this negative trend and offers travel agents and other
travel industry professionals practical advice on how to reverse it he also presents an
overview of the leisure travel market a framework for understanding why people do
or do not travel the different types of vacations they take and their expectations and
sources of dissatisfaction the book outlines ways in which airlines hotels tour
operators travel agencies food services car rentals and other businesses can protect
themselves and even prosper during times of recession

Grand Tours and Cook's Tours
1997

bachelor thesis from the year 2009 in the subject tourism grade 1 0 university of
applied sciences bremerhaven language english abstract human behaviour is one of
the most interesting topics to be studied but also one of the most complex but who
would not be relieved if he would know the reason why humans sometimes behave as
they do especially in the field of tourism a domain of intense human interaction where
offering services is the core activity of most businesses it would be quite favourable
to predict how potential customers or business partners do react or if the extensive
marketing spending has the desired impact consequently this work focuses on the
topic of human motivation particularly on the motivation of travelling behaviour
drawing attention to a field that is as diverse as the ways it can be approached
tourism researchers usually refer to an established set of theories and models to
describe motivated behaviour of which maslow s hierarchy of needs probably is the
most renowned but considering its year of publication it is remarkable that there is
no established contemporary approach to behavioural research accordingly the
objective of this work is to develop a theoretical model relating the variety of leisure
travel elements to as few as possible underlying motivations being responsible for
thriving one of the biggest industrial sectors of the world research was carried out by
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undertaking in depth interviews in the context of grounded theory methodologies
investigating the travel behaviour experiences and motives of a small sample
detecting relations and dependencies and drawing according conclusions based on
the analysed data a theoretical model emerged defining the motivation for any leisure
travel activities as psychological escape an instinctive reflex to a temporary
dissatisfaction caused by a variety of influences

Leisure Travel
1991-06-18

transport is an essential element of tourism providing the vital link between the
tourist generating areas and destinations good accessibility which is determined by
the transport services provided is a fundamental condition for the development of any
tourist destination moreover the transport industry can be a major beneficiary of
tourism because of the additional passenger demand that may be generated aviation
is an increasingly important mode of transport for tourism markets whilst geography
has meant that in modern times air travel has always been the dominant mode for
long distance travel and much international tourism moves towards deregulation and
in particular the emergence of the low cost carrier sector have also increased
aviation s significance for short and medium haul tourism trips thus developments in
aviation can have very major implications for many leisure and business tourism
markets however the characteristics and needs of leisure travellers are generally so
very different from business travellers that this necessitates a separate consideration
of these markets if a detailed understanding of the relationship with aviation is to be
gained in spite of the obvious closeness between the aviation and tourism industries
there are very few specialist texts on this subject most tourism focused books
consider aviation as just one component of the tourism industry which needs to be
discussed whereas aviation specialist texts rarely concentrate on just leisure travel in
addition there is very little literature that gives a detailed appreciation of the
complexities and potential conflicts associated with the development of coherent and
effective aviation and tourism policies therefore it is the aim of this book to fill this
important gap which exists with a comprehensive in depth study of the relationship
between aviation and leisure travel the book deals exclusively with issues related to
the relationship between aviation and leisure travel it does this with an analysis of the
theoretical concepts relevant to the subject area combined with a detailed
investigation of current practice within the aviation and tourism industries each
chapter is illustrated with case study material that will reinforce the understanding of
the issues that are being examined

The History of Tourism
1998
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adopting a pragmatic approach to understanding how to market travel products and
destinations this book enables students to understand the needs of different types of
travellers based on their personality profiles it presents case examples of how to
increase tourism and grow the leisure travel market and is for courses in travel and
tourism

Escape - The Real Motivation for Leisure Travel
2013-08-06

leisure travel is travel in which the primary motivation is to take a vacation from
everyday life leisure travel is often characterized by staying in nice hotels or resorts
relaxing on beaches or in a room or going on guided tours and experiencing local
tourist attractions most meals are eaten out when traveling for pleasure and often
more expensive modes of transportation such as taxis are used to get around in some
cases leisure travel might be used to refer to any trip that lasts more than a week
regardless of the primary focus leisure travel is generally seen as the opposite of
business travel leisure travel can be many things but besides being a vacation it
doesn t have to be any one of them although many leisure travelers spend more
money than they would in their everyday life others might choose to travel frugally
the tourism industry has started to recognize sport tourism i e the experience of
travel to engage in or view sport related activities as an important market in order to
compete in the growing sport tourism market it is crucial for communities to develop
a profound understanding of the benefits and impacts of sport tourism of the process
of bidding for events possible sponsorship opportunities and other elements involved
in the planning and hosting of a successful sport event leisure sport and tourism
politics policy and planning promote enhance and disseminate research good practice
and innovation in all aspects of hospitality leisure sport and tourism and events to its
prime audience including teachers researchers employers and policy makers
encourage greater understanding links and collaboration across its constituent fields
it covers theoretical perspectives and practical guidelines for the application of a
range of analytical techniques making it valuable tool for students as well as
practitioners

Aviation and Tourism
2016-04-08

roger axtell is an internationalist emily post the new yorker international business
and leisure travel etiquette expert roger axtell s bestselling do s and taboos books
have helped hundreds of thousands of business travelers and tourists avoid the
missteps and misunderstandings the world traveler can encounter in essential do s
and taboos axtell shares the wisdom he has compiled over a lifetime of international
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experience whether you need to know the best time of year to set up a business
meeting in germany or why the o k sign is not o k in brazil you ll find practical
fascinating culture savvy up to date advice to help you steer clear of faux pas and
face the world with confidence essential do s and taboos features information on
customs protocol etiquette hand gestures and body language fresh advice regarding
internet business and communication options country specific chapters on eleven
popular locations from old favorites like england france japan and germany to hot
tourist destinations and emerging economies like india china russia and mexico
guidance on hosting international visitors important tips on using english around the
world special do s and taboos for women traveling abroad

Hist of Tourism
2004-11

the business of leisure critically surveys a wide selection of travel practices places
and time periods in considering the development of the hospitality industry in latin
america and the caribbean considering tourism from early sojourners to
contemporary dark tourism thrill seekers contributors to the business of leisure
examine key economic political social and environmental issues a number of eminent
scholars in the field draw on original research focusing on brazil chile colombia cuba
the dominican republic ecuador guatemala mexico and peru in addition to describing
key aspects of industry development in a variety of settings contributors also consider
diverse ways in which histories of travel relate to larger political and cultural
questions

The Future of Leisure Travel - Trend Study
2006

data from the 1995 american travel survey are presented in summary form and tables

Leisure Travel
2004

modern life is often described as an iron cage from which there is no escape but
popular culture venerates leisure and travel as authentic escape routes from routine
and monotony however what kind of escape is tolerated in modern society how is it
shaped by historical expectations of leisure and travel and what do we actually
experience when we engage in leisure or travel activity this fascinating and
accomplished book tries to supply answers to these questions a major scholarly
contribution to the sociological analysis of leisure pleasure and travel dr rojek s study
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is a radical challenge to the existing paradigmatic orthodoxy bryan s turner university
of essex

Leisure, Sport and Tourism, Politics, Policy and
Planning
2016-08-01

this workbook provides exercises to help teach and build english vocabulary relevant
to the hotel tourism and catering industries it has been written both for students
studying towards professional exams and for those who want to improve their
specialist communication skills the material covers general and topic specific
vocabulary as well as grammar and use of english comprehension pronunciation and
spelling together with the companion dictionary of leisure travel and tourism 0 7475
7222 4 this workbook provides a complete package to help students improve their
specialist english

Leisure Travel and Tourism
1989-01-01

being mobile in today s world is influenced by many aspects including transnational
ties increased ease of access to transport growing accessibility to technology
knowledge and information and changing socio cultural outlooks and values these
factors can all engender a re formation of our everyday life and moving as and for
lifestyle has in many ways become both easier and much more complex this book
highlights the crossroads between concepts of lifestyle and the growing body of work
on mobilities the study of lifestyle offers a lens through which to study the kinds of
moorings dwellings repetitions and routines around which mobilities become socially
culturally and politically meaningful bringing together scholars from geography
sociology tourism history and beyond the authors illustrate the breadth and richness
of mobilities research through the concept of lifestyle organised into four sections the
book begins by dealing with aspects of bodily performance through lifestyle mobility
section two then looks at how we can use mobile methods within social research
whilst section three explores issues surrounding ideas of mobility immobility and
belonging finally section four draws together a number of chapters that focus on the
complexities of identity within mobility often drawing on ethnographic research
contributors all share one common feature they are at the forefront of research into
lifestyle mobilities
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Essential Do's and Taboos
2007-12-04

in this classic analysis of travel and sightseeing author dean maccannell brings social
scientific understandings to bear on tourism in the postindustrial age during which
the middle class has acquired leisure time for international travel in the tourist now
with a new introduction framing it as part of a broader contemporary social and
cultural analysis the author examines notions of authenticity high and low culture and
the construction of social reality around tourism

Leisure Travel
2003-01-01

at this moment in time when the world is only just beginning to recover from the
global impact of the covid 19 pandemic the research in this book makes for essential
reading it will serve to help re establish confidence and reduce anxiety in business
and leisure travellers who are planning to embark on new travel experiences in a
world impacted by longer lasting armed conflicts increased global violence and
higher frequencies of natural disasters this book blends in depth academic research
around global risk mitigation with unique perspectives on business and leisure travel
safety narrated by authors who have extensive knowledge of security and risk
mitigation systems each page contains easy to follow advice for domestic and
international travel but differs from other books in that it addresses the hard issues of
travel safety such as theoretical research around risk mitigation in lieu of setting the
focus solely on the soft issues like itinerary planning which tend to be the focus of
many travel publications today moreover unique to this book is an extreme travel
section adapted to business and leisure travellers which makes for compelling
reading and deals with kidnapping risk mitigation and contingency planning it
incorporates the real life experiences of one of the authors who survived torture and
abduction and whose experiences now inform pre deployment training for australian
defence force personnel for operations in armed conflict this book blends the female
and male voice into a narrative that combines the perspectives of professional
security experts with common sense travel advice the research that has gone into this
book is essential reading for anyone who intends to embark on business or leisure
travel either in their own country or overseas or who is interested in studying travel
from an academic viewpoint

U.S. Domestic Leisure Travel
2005
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studienarbeit aus dem jahr 2007 im fachbereich tourismus hotelmanagement note 2 0
fachhochschule worms sprache deutsch abstract es gibt in deutschland rund 12 600
reisebüros die mit einem buchungsanteil von 44 prozent immer noch die
buchungsstelle nummer eins sind durch die technologische entwicklung gewinnt das
internet bei der reisebuchung allerdings weiterhin an bedeutung das internet wird
von der touristischen wertschöpfungskette d h veranstaltern und leistungsträger wie
airlines und hotels etc zu einem weiteren vertriebsweg erklärt für 14 prozent der
kunden ist das internet mittlerweile nicht nur noch informationsbeschaffungsmedium
sondern auch eigene buchungsmaschine auch der direktvertrieb zählt zur konkurrenz
der reisebüros viele reiseveranstalter und leistungsträger nutzen den weg um die
provisionen einzusparen kunden können somit auf der unternehmenseigenen
homepage flugtickets hotelaufenthalte komplette pauschalreisen etc selbst einbuchen
bei fragen steht ein call center zur verfügung laut der reiseanalyse 2006 buchten im
jahr 2005 21 prozent der urlauber bei ihrer unterkunft direkt 13 prozent beim
verkehrsträger und acht prozent beim reiseveranstalter ein anderer vertriebskanal
der reiseveranstalter und verkehrsträger sind mittlerweile schon discounter wie lidl
und co das was das reisebüro im gegensatz zu anderen vertriebswegen bieten kann
ist qualität bestehend aus hoher beratungsqualität sozialer kompetenz wie
freundlichkeit und hilfsbereitschaft der mitarbeiter und ein einladendes
erscheinungsbild des büros das bereits bei der buchung urlaubsatmosphäre schafft
natürlich muss diese qualität im reisebüro auch gelebt werden damit der qualitative
unterschied zu anderen vertriebswegen für den kunden deutlich zu erkennen ist ein
system das die qualität im unternehmen stetig kontrolliert sichert und verbessert ist
das qualitätsmanagement ein reisebüro konkurriert allerdings nicht nur mit
verschiedenen vertriebskanälen sondern auch mit anderen stationären reisebüros um
sich heutzutage qualitativ von der konkurrenz abzuheben und dieses auch publizieren
zu können setzen sich einige reisebüros mit hilfe von zertifizierungen ihrem büro ein
qualitätsstempel auf in dieser arbeit sollte deutlich werden ob ein kleines
unternehmen wie das reisebüro ein system zur qualitätssicherung benötigt und ob
sich zertifizierungen und gütesiegel im wettbewerb und bei den kunden bewähren
werden

The Business of Leisure
2021

inhaltsangabe abstract comparison of the situation of long distance bus and coach
services in germany and the uk geographic background market regulation and
administrative framework industry structure market position demand characteristics
a functional analysis provides information on typical products and activities of the
industry and some case studies demonstrate the role of this mode in different spatial
contexts einleitung vergleich der situation des fern und reisebusverkehrs in
deutschland und großbritannien geographische randbedingungen regulierung
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unternehmensstrukturen marktstellung nachfragemerkmale in einer funktionalen
analyse werden typische aufgaben und produkte des busgewerbes dargestellt und
anhand einiger fallstudien die bedeutung des reisebusverkehrs im räumlichen
zusammenhang dargestellt inhaltsverzeichnis table of contents 1 introduction5 2 the
range of coach services6 2 1definitions6 2 2types of service7 3 the operating
environment9 3 1geographical features9 3 1 1landscape10 3 1 2climate10 3 1
3population and settlements11 3 1 4culture and integration11 3 2the social
background13 3 2 1economy and income distribution13 3 2 2work and leisure time in
germany and the uk13 3 3the transport sector15 3 4the geographical pattern of
tourism16 4 the framework for coach operations19 4 1the regulatory system19 4 1
1quality licensing19 4 1 1 1market access for coach operators19 4 1 1 2requirements
for tour operators21 4 1 2eu and international regulations affecting coach services21
4 1 3quantity licensing and service regulation in the coach sector22 4 1 3 1united
kingdom23 4 1 3 1 1service licensing23 4 1 3 1 2finance and taxation23 4 1 3
2germany24 4 1 3 2 1service licensing24 4 1 3 2 1 1background24 4 1 3 2 1
2procedure25 4 1 3 2 1 3service types and their importance for the coach business25
4 1 3 2 2finance and taxation26 4 1 3 3implications of the german licensing system27
4 1 3 3 1the issue of parallel regular services27 4 1 3 3 2the position of coach and rail
in the german licensing system30 4 1 3 3 3service type competition31 4 1 3 3 4other
issues in the licensing system32 4 2the economics of coach operations33 5 structure
and organisation of the coach industry35 5 1the number of coach companies35 5
2size structure35 5 3business split36 5 4the coach fleet38 5 5implications of the
industry structure39 5 6inter operator cooperation40 5 7organisation and planning of

American Travel Survey
1999

tourism is both a key aspect of modern life and a substantial industry yet its
importance has been generally unrecognized by academic commentators in this book
john urry sets out to construct a distinctive sociology of tourism he demonstrates that
tourism deserves attention not only in its own right but as a central element of broad
cultural changes in contemporary society are systematic ways of seeing what we as
tourists look at and that these ways of seeing can be described and explained john
urry develops this analysis through various levels historical economic social cultural
and visual its development as a global industry the economic impact and complex
social relations involved in international tourism are explored changing patterns of
tourism are shown to be connected to the broader cultural changes of postmodernism
and related to the role of the service and middle classes the author argues that we
are seeing a universalization of the tourist gaze and increasing confusion between
tourism as it is conventionally understood and a host of other social practices
shopping sport culture hobbies leisure and education
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Ways of Escape
1993-06-23

taking a global and multidisciplinary approach the sage international encyclopedia of
travel and tourism brings together a team of international scholars to examine the
travel and tourism industry which is expected to grow at an annual rate of four
percent for the next decade in more than 500 entries spanning four comprehensive
volumes the encyclopedia examines the business of tourism around the world paying
particular attention to the social economic environmental and policy issues at play
the book examines global regional national and local issues including transportation
infrastructure the environment and business promotion by looking at travel trends
and countries large and small the encyclopedia analyses a wide variety of challenges
and opportunities facing the industry in taking a comprehensive and global approach
the encyclopedia approaches the field of travel and tourism through the numerous
disciplines it reaches including the traditional tourism administration curriculum
within schools of business and management economics public policy as well as social
science disciplines such as the anthropology and sociology key features include more
than 500 entries authored and signed by key academics in the field entries on
individual countries that details the health of the tourism industry policy and planning
approaches promotion efforts and primary tourism draws additional entries look at
major cities and popular destinations coverage of travel trends such as culinary
tourism wine tourism agritourism ecotourism geotourism slow tourism heritage and
cultural based tourism sustainable tourism and recreation based tourism cross
references and further readings a reader s guide grouping articles by disciplinary
areas and broad themes

Check Your English Vocabulary for Leisure, Travel
and Tourism
2009-01-01

this guide provides definitions of all the key terms in leisure travel and tourism it also
includes entries for organizations within the industry it is designed to be valuable at
every stage in a leisure travel and tourism course

Lifestyle Mobilities
2016-05-06

tourism in mykonos and island of leisure travel guide for holiday honeymoon business
relaxation mykonos island is part of the cyclades group of islands and lies among
tinos syros naxos and paros its landscape is no different than the rest of the cyclades
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with hilly almost treeless landscape where only few bushes and trees grow next to
mykonos is delos a landmark of ancient greek history and one of the most important
archaeological sites of the country among the top destinations in greece mykonos is a
truly cosmopolitan place and a meeting point for many cultures the island gained
world reputation throughout the 1960s as a summer resort for the artists and the
wealthy since then mykonos has also become a favourite spot for the gay society and
today it is considered an oasis for gays and party animals mykonos the dream of every
cosmopolitan vacationer is still a typical cycladic island with sugar cube houses
traditional windmills picturesque churches and paved alleys every summer this island
draws world wide attention for its party atmosphere and the crazy rhythms in the
daytime people go to the beaches and combine swimming in exotic waters with
dancing in the beach bars in the evening mykonos town gets lively with the cozy bars
in little venice and the vivid clubs scattered in the paved quarters apart from
clubbing in mykonos do not miss a swim to the superb beaches of super paradise
paradise platis gialos and elia activities in these beaches range from partying in the
beach bars till playing beach golf also see the sunset from the windmills on the hilltop
above the town or from little venice these will be memories of a lifetime the natural
beauty and beautifully preserved architecture of mykonos has inspired various artists
from cinematographers and painters to the music band fleet foxes who wrote a
beautiful song called mykonos many movies have also been set in mykonos including
the famous shirley valentine 1987 although a

The Tourist
2013-08-31

this book focuses on the issues and trends in outdoor nature based recreation leisure
and tourism and explores the implications for public policy planning management and
marketing it is intended as supplementary reading for advanced students and is a
useful reference tool

The European Leisure Travel Industry
2000

a quick reference travel guide for corporate and leisure travelers all about airfares
and more it comes in pocket size making it easy to carry with you for airport
assistance and comes with its own handy travel planner it also available as a
download e book for on the go traveler s and book reader s

The History of Tourism
2000
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bringing together scholars from the areas of tourism leisure and cultural studies eco
humanities and tourism management this book examines the emerging phenomenon
of slow tourism the book explores the range of travel experiences that are part of
growing consumer concerns with quality leisure time environmental and cultural
sustainability as well as the embodied experience of place slow tourism encapsulates
a range of lifestyle practices mobilities and ethics that are connected to social
movements such as slow food and cities as well as specialist sectors such as
ecotourism and voluntourism the slow experience of temporality can evoke and incite
different ways of being and moving as well as different logics of desire that value
travel experiences as forms of knowledge slow travel practices reflect a range of
ethical political positions that have yet to be critically explored in the academic
literature despite the growth of industry discourse

Safety Essentials for Business and Leisure Travel
2021-04-26

E-travel Consumers
2001

Total Quality Management (TQM) im Leisure Travel
2007-06-26

Domestic Overnight Leisure Travel
2005-01-01

The Coach on the Leisure Travel Market
1999-10-12

The Tourist Gaze
1990
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The SAGE International Encyclopedia of Travel and
Tourism
2016-09-01

Economics of Leisure and Recreation
1975-06-18

The Complete A-Z Leisure, Travel & Tourism
Handbook
1996

Tourism in Mykonos, An Island of Leisure
2020-08-10

Trends in Outdoor Recreation, Leisure, and
Tourism
2000

Step by Step Travel Guide for Corporate and
Leisure Travel
2011-05-30

Slow Tourism
2012-03-23
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